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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE Current office blood pressure measurement (OBPM) is often not executed according to guidelines and cannot prevent the white-coat effect. Serial, automated, oscillometric OBPM has the potential to overcome both these problems. We therefore developed a 30-minute OBPM method that we compared with daytime ambulatory blood pressure.

METHODS Patients referred to a primary care diagnostic center for 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) had their blood pressure measured using the same validated ABPM device for both ABPM and 30-minute OBPMs. During 30-minute OBPM, blood pressure was measured automatically every 5 minutes with the patient sitting alone in a quiet room. The mean 30-minute OBPM (based on t = 5 to t = 30 minutes) was compared with mean daytime ABPM using paired t tests and the approach described by Bland and Altman on method comparison.

RESULTS We analyzed data from 84 patients (mean age 57 years; 61% female). Systolic and diastolic blood pressures differed from 0 to 2 mm Hg (95% confidence interval, –2 to 2 mm Hg and from 0 to 3 mm Hg) between mean 30-minute OBPM and daytime ABPM, respectively. The limits of agreement were between –19 and 19 mm Hg for systolic and –10 and 13 mm Hg for diastolic blood pressures. Both 30-minute OBPM and daytime ABPM classified normotension, white-coat hypertension, masked hypertension, and sustained hypertension equally.

CONCLUSIONS The 30-minute OBPM appears to agree well with daytime ABPM and has the potential to detect white-coat and masked hypertension. This finding makes 30-minute OBPM a promising new method to determine blood pressure during diagnosis and follow-up of patients with elevated blood pressures.

INTRODUCTION

The Framingham and the SCORE (systematic coronary risk evaluation) risk functions, both developed to assess the risk of cardiovascular disease, are based on standardized office blood pressure measurements (OBPMs).1,2 Despite guidelines that advocate the relevance of well-executed, standardized OBPM to prevent several forms of bias,3,4 it is well known that most caregivers do not execute OBPM strictly according to these guidelines.5,6 In addition, up to one-quarter of patients is prone to the white-coat effect (in which patients exhibit elevated blood pressure in a clinical setting but not in other settings), which influences cardiovascular risk profiling as well.7,8 This white-coat effect cannot be overcome by standardized OBPM. As a consequence, the determined cardiovascular risk will be incorrect in an estimated 25% of patients and may lead to under- or overtreatment.

To enable a more precise determination of cardiovascular risk, OBPM should be free from (observer) bias and the white-coat effect. The mea-
 measurement should be uniform, easy to execute correctly for all types of health care personnel (doctors, practice assistants, practice nurses, research assistants, etc), and straightforward to implement in daily practice.

Fortunately, since the introduction of automated, oscillometric blood pressure measurement devices, this ideal can be met. Oscillometric devices are readily available in primary care and are used for 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) and home blood pressure monitoring. Guidelines have started to recommend the use of 24-hour ABPM and home blood pressure monitoring primarily for the detection of the white-coat effect.

Although both these types of monitoring eliminate most types of observer bias and the white-coat effect, 24-hour ABPM is costly and not suitable for all types of patients, up to 50% of patients report it is a nuisance or results in disturbed sleep. With home blood pressure monitoring, patients are reported to be noncompliant with measurements or self-report of blood pressures.

There is a small but growing body of evidence to support a new method of office measurements in which a series of automated measurements is taken with the patient sitting alone in a quiet room (serial automated OBPM). The scarce, available research comes predominantly from one research group that used a validated oscillometric office blood pressure device able to be set at measurement intervals of 1 minute or more for a duration of 5 to 10 minutes. With this protocol the white-coat effect was practically eliminated.

Meanwhile we developed a protocol that enables practices or primary care diagnostic centers to use a 24-hour ABPM device for serial automated OBPM. To our knowledge no previous research has studied using this protocol.

A growing number of practices and diagnostic centers already possess 1 or more 24-hour ABPM devices. Using a 24-hour ABPM device for serial automated OBPM can be cost saving, and the device is user friendly, as clinic staff are already familiar with it. Validating our protocol may contribute to further acceptance of serial automated OBPM.

As a first step in the process of validation, using a study sample of patients drawn from a family medicine population, we compared blood pressures determined using a protocol of serial measurements while patients were sitting for a mean of 30 minutes (30-minute OBPM) with their mean daytime ABPMs.

**METHODS**

**Design, Setting, and Participants**

We invited all patients aged 18 years or older who were referred by their family physician from October 2008 until February 2009 for a 24-hour ABPM to a diagnostic center that primarily supports family practices to participate in this comparative study. Reasons for referral were obtained from routinely used referral forms.

Known atrial fibrillation, irregular pulse, pregnancy, and night shift work were exclusion criteria. After informed consent a 30-minute OBPM took place directly before a 24-hour ABPM.

Ethics approval was not required, as declared by the local Medical Ethics Committee of the RUNMC (Central Committee on Research involving Human Subjects, Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands).

**Blood Pressure Monitors and Measurements**

A Welch Allyn Cardiopercfect 6100 oscillometric blood measurement device (Welch Allyn Protocols, Inc, New York, New York) was used for both the 30-minute OBPM and the 24-hour ABPM. This device is equivalent to the validated SunTech Medical Oscar 2 device (SunTech Medical, Inc, Morrisville, North Carolina, and Eynshm, Oxfordshire, England; declaration of equivalence form available upon request). For each patient, the same device was used for both measurements. The devices are calibrated annually.

All 30-minute measurements took place between 11 AM and 3 PM in a quiet room at the diagnostic center. The patient was sitting still 5 minutes before and during the 30-minute OBPM. The patient sat in a chair with a supported back, arm at heart level, and both feet resting flat on the floor. Blood pressure was measured on the nondominant arm at 5-minute intervals for a total of 8 measurements. The first measurement was a test measurement during the installation of the patient. The second measurement was the start of the 30-minute period; the researcher (I.E.B.) left the room after this measurement proved to be successful (no error reading).

Previous research has shown that in serial measurements blood pressure can decline substantially in the first 10 minutes before it stabilizes. We therefore chose to exclude the first 2 measurements for the determination of the mean 30-minute OBPM. Thus we define 30-minute OBPM to be the mean blood pressure calculated from the 6 measurements taken at 5-minute intervals from t = 5 to t = 30 minutes. If more than 1 of these 6 measurements was erroneous (defined as an "error" reading given by the device), the entire case was excluded for analysis.

To underpin our choice for a 30-minute period of measurements, we compared the mean 30-minute OBPM with the means of several shorter time periods, using the acquired data on 30-minute OBPM and recalculated these data to means based on 2 to 5 measurements. We then compared these means with the mean 30-minute OBPM using paired t tests.
The 24-hour ABPM was set at 20-minute intervals from 7 AM to 11 PM and at 1-hour intervals from 11 PM to 7 AM. Blood pressure was monitored on the same arm as during the 30-minute OBPM. Patients were instructed to perform their usual daily activities but to stop moving and be silent during measurements. The mean daytime ABPM was calculated from the readings of 9 AM to 9 PM. Only patients with 15 or more successful daytime readings were included.

Patient instructions and application of the monitors were performed by the same experienced researcher (I.E.B.), trained in the procedures of blood pressure measurement, using a standardized protocol based on the American Heart Association guidelines.

### Classification of Hypertension Subtype

As an indication for the diagnostic value, we compared the 30-minute OBPM with the daytime ABPM in classifying 4 groups of blood pressure subtypes: normotension (office blood pressure <140/90 mm Hg and daytime ABPM or 30-minute OBPM <135/85 mm Hg); white-coat hypertension (office blood pressure ≥140/90 mm Hg and daytime ABPM or 30-minute OBPM <135/85 mm Hg); masked hypertension (office blood pressure <140/90 mm Hg and daytime ABPM or 30-minute OBPM ≥135/85 mm Hg), and sustained hypertension (office blood pressure ≥140/90 mm Hg and daytime ABPM or 30-minute OBPM ≥135/85 mm Hg). In the absence of usual care office blood pressure measurements, we defined office blood pressure as the mean of the first 2 measurements of the 30-minute OBPM.

### Sample Size

In the absence of international consensus criteria, we deemed a mean difference of 5 or more mm Hg between both types of measurements in the same patient to be of clinical relevance. Detection of blood pressure differences smaller than 5 mm Hg is seriously hampered by the biologic variation of blood pressure. With a 2-sided α of .05, a power of 90%, and a standard deviation of the difference of 15 mm Hg, a sample size of 81 would allow detection of a difference of 5 mm Hg or more.

### Statistical Analysis

We calculated the difference between the mean daytime ABPM and the mean 30-minute blood pressure, as well as the standard deviation of the difference. Results are presented for systolic and diastolic blood pressure and for mean arterial pressure. Although mean arterial pressure is not a measure commonly used in primary care, we present it because it is measured by oscillometric devices to calculate the values of the systolic and diastolic blood pressure. The means of the daytime ABPM and the 30-minute blood pressures were compared using a paired t test. Bland-Altman plots were constructed to further evaluate agreement of both means.

The limits of agreement in these plots were derived from the standard deviation of the mean difference between both measurements using the following formula: mean difference ± 1.96 × standard deviation of the mean difference.

Pearson’s correlation was determined to study whether a difference between the means would relate to the magnitude of the blood pressure. Log transformation would be applied in case of dependence.

We applied McNemar-Bowker test to determine whether the same patients who were categorized by 30-minute OBPM into 1 of the 4 subgroups of the hypertension classification were similarly categorized by the mean daytime ABPM.

We used the SPSS version 14.0 software package (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois) for all analyses.

### RESULTS

Of 117 patients asked to participate, 18 patients declined, and 3 patients were excluded (2 with known atrial fibrillation, and 1 with irregular pulse at examination). Of 96 patients included, 6 measurements exceeded the predefined number of erroneous readings; in 5 patients a problem occurred with cuff fitting during the 24-hour ABPM, and 1 patient was disturbed during the 30-minute OBPM, leaving 84 patients for the final analysis. The characteristics of these patients are shown in Table 1.

### Table 1. Characteristics of Study Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population studied, No.</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD), y</td>
<td>57 (13.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, mean (SD)</td>
<td>26.5 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoker, %</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antihypertensive medication, %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason of referral for 24-hr ABPM, %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspected white-coat hypertension</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis of hypertension</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment evaluation</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABPM = 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring.
Figure 1 shows that systolic blood pressure declines substantially in the first 15 minutes before reaching a plateau phase. We observed exactly the same course for diastolic blood pressure (data not shown). The mean 10-minute OBPM (mean of third and fourth measurements) is modestly but not significantly higher than the mean 30-minute OBPM (142/84 mm Hg vs 141/84 mm Hg, \( P = .1 \) and .7, respectively). No differences were found for mean 15-, 20-, and 25-minute OBPMs compared with the mean 30-minute OBPM.

The mean blood pressure levels, the difference between the means, and the standard deviation of the difference of the daytime ABPM and the 30-minute blood pressure levels are depicted in Table 2. The limits of agreement were between −19 and 19 mm Hg for systolic blood pressure, between −10 and 13 mm Hg for diastolic blood pressure, and between −13 and 16 mm Hg for mean arterial pressure.

Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c plot the difference between the 30-minute OBPM and the daytime ABPM against mean blood pressure. The difference proved to be related to the magnitude of the mean blood pressure for systolic blood pressure, but not for mean arterial pressure and diastolic blood pressure (Pearson correlation coefficient \( r = 0.27, P = .01; r = 0.17, P = .13; \) and \( r = 0.05, P = .64 \), respectively).

As shown in Table 3, the 30-minute OBPM classified patients into the 4 subgroups of hypertension (as mentioned in the method section) similarly to daytime ABPM. There was no significant difference in classification of patients between both measurements (\( P = .22 \)); 87% of patients were classified similarly.

**DISCUSSION**

We have reported a difference of less than 2 mm Hg, with a standard deviation of the difference of less
than 10 mm Hg for mean arterial pressure and systolic and diastolic blood pressure of the mean 30-minute OBPM compared with the mean daytime ABPM using the same blood pressure monitoring device for both types of measurement. The limits of agreement were comparable to other blood pressure method comparison studies. In addition, 30-minute OBPM seems to be able to detect white-coat hypertension as well as daytime ABPM does.

Our Results in Perspective of Previous Research

Although in our study no clinical relevant systematic difference was detected between 30-minute OBPM and daytime ABPM, the limits of agreement show that at the individual level, substantial, clinical relevant differences can occur (Figures 2a-c). Ideally in comparative studies the reference measurement has an excellent reproducibility.20 In blood pressure measurement, however, this reproducibility is always limited by the relatively large intrapersonal biologic variation of blood pressure. Consequently, any comparative study on blood pressure measurements will result in relatively wide limits of agreement. The limits of agreement in our study did not exceed even those of well-executed reproducibility studies (eg, with 24-hour ABPM).18,21

Accordingly, 30-minute blood pressure readings are preferred to other types of office-based blood pressure measurements.22 Although it is known that conventional OBPMs executed in complete accordance with guidelines may reach results similar to those of ABPMs,23 daily practice over the last decades has proved that one can be skeptical about ever bridging the gap between theory and daily practice.

No previous studies have aimed at comparing mean 30-minute blood pressures with mean daytime ambulatory blood pressure in a primary care setting using the same
measurement device for both types of measurement. There has been some research showing that mean 4- to 10-hour blood pressure was comparable to mean daytime ambulatory blood pressure.\(^{24,25}\) In a recent study, Culleton et al reported on the use of a mean 25-minute (4-minute interval) oscillometric blood pressure measurement to reduce white-coat effect.\(^{26}\) Mean 25-minute blood pressure appeared to be 10 mm Hg lower than daytime ABPM. Differences, however, in the primary objective of the study, the study population, and the period of rest before start of measurement obstruct reasonable comparison with our results.

Our results are in agreement with data from Myers et al, where the automated office measurement proved to be 2 mm Hg lower than daytime ABPM.\(^{12}\) Their study population was almost similar to ours, but their blood pressure measurement protocol differed considerably (5 or 10 minutes, apparently without a prior rest period). In contrast to Myers et al, we used 1 device for both the office and the ambulatory measurement. In this way, we excluded a potential source of bias when comparing the 2 measurement methods. We purposely chose to validate a protocol with the use of an ABPM device because we anticipate that in most industrialized countries these devices will soon become standard equipment in family physicians’ offices. With the 30-minute protocol, practices can than use 1 type of device (and 1 type of software) for both office and ambulatory measurements. The 5-minute measurement interval in our protocol was chosen because the minimum measurement interval of most, if not all, ambulatory devices can be set at least at 5 minutes. As a consequence, with the same number of measurements, this minimum interval results in a longer measurement period than the 10 minutes studied by Myers et al. Our results showed, however, that serial measurements for 10 minutes after a 5- to 10-minute rest period may be sufficient; future research is needed to underline this possibility.

**Strengths and Limitations**

Our study has several strengths. It was performed in a primary care setting—the setting where high blood pressure is most often diagnosed and managed. Blood pressure measurements were executed according to clear and well-described protocols that can be easily implemented in daily practice using existing blood pressure measurement devices.

For logistic reasons we were unable to randomize the order in which 30-minute OBPM and ABPM took place. As a consequence, a regression to the mean could have influenced the results of our study. The 30-minute OBPM, however, was not used as a selection criterion to undergo 24-hour ABPM, and the mean 30-minute measurement was determined excluding the first measurement.

Our definition of a successful daytime ABPM was more lenient than the consensus-based definitions of most guidelines. To understand whether this discrepancy would influence results, we reanalyzed our data

---

**Table 3. Comparison of Patients Classified by Hypertension Subtypes Between 30-Minute OBPM and Daytime ABPM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>30-min OBPM No.</th>
<th>Daytime ABPM No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normotensive</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White-coat hypertension</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masked hypertension</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained hypertension</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABPM = ambulatory blood pressure monitoring; OBPM = office blood pressure measurement.

Note: There were 87% of patients similarly classified by both 30-minute OBPM and daytime ABPM.
from 64 patients using the cutoff as defined by O’Brien et al and found the results to be consistent with those reported here (data not shown).

The study population consisted of hypertensive patients in usual care family practice, some of whom were taking antihypertensive medications. Although in theory treatment for hypertension may have had an effect on the study outcome, in their method comparison study, Little et al found that, in a family practice–based population, treatment does not bias results.22

The mean difference between 30-minute OBPM and daytime ABPM was related to the magnitude of the blood pressure. This relation is common in blood pressure research, and if this relation is strong, it seems reasonable to report conclusions separately for both hypertensive and normotensive patients. In our study, however, the observed correlations were very small and do not affect our conclusions.

We realize that the outcome of our study depends in part on the population under study, its sample size, and the setting. For instance, that our 30-minute OBPM was executed in a single primary care diagnostic center rather than in actual family practices may have affected the results, because of a potential difference in white-coat effect between settings. Recently, however, Ogedegbe et al showed that although setting can be a factor, the role of the physician is most relevant.27

**Future Perspectives**

Currently, detection of the white-coat effect is the main and most evidence-based indication for the use of 24-hour ABPM or home blood pressure monitoring, and guidelines formulate with caution about other possible indications.1,3-4 We believe that automated OBPM—such as the 30-minute OBPM—is a valid, useful, office-based alternative to daytime ABPM or home blood pressure monitoring for this indication. Moreover and contrary to the more laborious home blood pressure monitoring and 24-hour ABPM, 30-minute OBPM could be a convenient way to follow up high blood pressure findings.

Although 30-minute OBPM and home blood pressure monitoring are theoretically interchangeable with regard to indication and interpretation, the same cannot be said for 24-hour ABPM. Twenty-four hour monitoring gives unique information about the diurnal blood pressure pattern (dipping or nondipping), blood pressure variability, and mean night blood pressure. It is unclear, however, whether these data can be used to improve cardiovascular risk management, and if so, how these variables should be used and interpreted in family medicine.

Improvement of office measurement techniques can already benefit patients substantially, particularly in family medicine. Very recently an algorithm has been proposed for diagnosing hypertension using serial automated OBPM.24

The 30-minute OBPM agrees well with daytime ABPM and has limits of agreement comparable to other method comparison studies of blood pressure. It appears to classify blood pressure status of patients as well as daytime ABPM. Accordingly, this new method of office blood pressure measurement can potentially enable family physicians to overcome well-known problems when measuring usual blood pressure, such as observer bias and the white-coat effect. Additional research is needed to determine the reproducibility of the 30-minute OBPM and its agreement with usual office and home-based blood pressure measurements.

To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it online at http://www.annfammed.org/cgi/content/full/9/2/128.
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